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When it comes to iconic personas, two of the very most classic are the debutante and the bombshell. Are You a Jackie or
a Marilyn? On the top, Jackie and Marilyn had been polar opposites, however they had more in common than just JFK.
But in the modern world, sometimes women want to be both. explores the enigma women have pondered for a long time,
alongside inspiring advice predicated on details from Jackie's and Marilyn's public and private lives. Packed with
enchanting two-color illustrations, this is actually the book that provides every woman her personal star power. Any girl
who offers aspired to Marilyn's sultry allure or Jackie's unstoppable style will love these interesting lessons on
channeling your inner Jackie or Marilyn in virtually any situation. Readers start by acquiring the definitive quiz to
determine where they fall on the Jackie/Marilyn spectrum, and then it's to customized tips on beauty and style, sex and
relationship, power and career, decorating and entertaining, and more.
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 The author obviously wrote more about Marilyn. Don't get me wrong, I'm way more of a Marilyn enthusiast too, but this
author clearly doesn't like Jackie.I still enjoyed this book, but it was very annoying how biased it really is, because
neither is ideal, but don't pick Jackie if you cannot display her some respect. A light browse. For just about any Jackie
and Marilyn admirer Very funny.I definitely recommend this to Marilyn followers, but watch out if you are more a Jackie
fan. A great and sassy read A three-star ranking probably isn't fair. I've very much enjoyed the book, and of course who
wouldn't question while reading it, "Am I a JKO or a MM? I wanted to visit this writer and punch her in the face many
times while reading. Fun read It's a great read (so far) and I have other Pamela Keogh books, I enjoy her writing and wit.
She talked like everyone wished to be a marilyn. Crazy about it I love love love this book its so easy read however its
extremely deep, everything is practical and you even study from what your reading its not only entertainment and its
very fun the writer of this book is definitely a great writer and she makes this reserve so fun.!what's not to like? She
discussed Marilyn like she was probably the most gorgeous women with the best figure and she Possessed everything on
the planet and jackie was only a boy with a 12 yr old shape that attracted a few guys. Generally, it is completely
mindless, but there is some solid insight into what the lives of the two extraordinary women were really like." She made
Jackie look like a bitch, excuse my language. I am the contrary. If you are looking for a satisfying, light read, that is
definitely a great choice. Are You A Jackie Or A Marilyn? A great and entertaining publication to read, it includes
interesting personal information and information regarding both women, who, in comparison, were polar opposites in
many ways, yet they shared some areas of life in common! Great Publication!. But keep the Fox News pictures to the
Paranoid Liberal websites please. This book is well crafted, and clearly I did not understand that much about JKO and
MM personally so I learned more about each famous personality. Also, interesting to check out both women and how
much they differed and what their sexuality and history said for each of these. I picked this publication solely because of
the "Mad Males" reference in the name, and I certainly knew that it might be pure fluff entering it.? Im a Jackie Gal
completely, but this author didn't reveal Jackie to her complete potential. A real page turner!! Informative If you are a
Marilyn expert you probably won't look for anything new, except the news (to many folks) that Marilyn was planning to
remarry Joe DiMaggio 4 days after her death. If you want Marilyn and do not know much about her you'll learn some
points. I enjoyed reading this reserve over a two-day period with a cocktail at hand. I didn't know anything about Jackie.
There was a lot right here to discover. A fun book overall.! Cheap shots aren't very smart and in cases like this it had
been irrelevant. It's part-bio of Jackie O and Marilyn, part style guru, part gossip rag. Could have loved a Audrey and
Marilyn evaluation.... I love it I possibly could read this reserve another million time rather than get tired. Five Stars
Perfect! Five Stars Grest book Loved however the author favored Marilyn more. I loved this publication and couldnt put it
down. But it was extremely apparent and annoying how much even more the author talked about and made marilyn
seem like the better person to end up being. Thats fine if the author personally favored marilyn but dont let it affect
your composing.. She even said it. "For best results, end up like Marilyn. It's also an instant and fun read, with a quiz to
help you determine if you are indeed similar to a modern-day Jackie or Marilyn, or even a mix of both. Its accurate
though." I could not really put the publication down!Love it but it's too biased I like this book, but wow is it BIASED.
There is 2 whole pages dedicated to Marilyns hair plus they didnt even put in a small chunk about Jackies locks.!
However, the publication is actually much better than I thought it will be. This really is an excellent book but if you get
upset over this 'Jackie vs. Marilyn' controversy, like myself, dont, or do. It made me like Jackie more somehow.
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